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The Critical Role of Vocabulary
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Contrasting Approaches
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The Research Questions
Will students effectively learn new words through a story-based 
vocabulary program? 
Will one approach be more effective than others in helping students 
to learn new words?   
Will word difficulty affect word learning?     
Will children with better vocabularies learn more words?       
Will t h fi d th f l d ff ti ? eac ers n  e program use u  an  e ec ve
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The Research Design
Standardised Tests – All schools (PPVT Receptive  and EVT Expressive Vocab) 
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Standardised Tests – All schools (PPVT Receptive  and EVT Expressive Vocab) 
Combined and adapted vocabulary programs – Control schools
FocusFocus Focus
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The Clever Talk Program
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Measuring Learning
Which picture shows the place where people dwell? 
What does ‘dwell’ mean?  Where could people dwell?
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Instructional Breadth and Depth
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Teacher Reflections
Teacher Reflection Theme Narrative Maxi Rich
Enjoyment of stories  
Ease of use
Students engaged & interested  
Word learning and word use
Can be integrated, adapted, extended    
Stories too long/complex/read too often
Too time consuming  
Students disengaged/disinterested
Too many words or words too difficult
Hard to find or develop resources
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Limitations and Future Directions
Confounding variables 
T h lit d fid lit f i l t ti• eac er qua y an  e y o  mp emen a on
• English language learners
Limitations
• Only 3 intervention classes/schools & 3 approaches 
• Limited time to trial each approach
I li timp ca ons
• Need for planned, high intensity vocabulary teaching
• Need to provide teachers with resources and training  
Future directions
• Adaptations to improve model (integration, genres, texts)
• Minimal requirements to effect generalized change
• Broader issues of sustainable pedagogical improvement
